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The House Republicans’ plan for US corporate tax reform:

A border-adjusted cash flow tax 

• The principal goal of US corporate tax reform is a reduction in the federal corporate tax rate from 35% 

to 20% or lower

• The House Republicans’ plan would transform the corporate income tax into a destination-based cash 

flow tax that exempts the full value of exports but includes the full value of imports in the tax base

• This is essentially a tax on domestic consumption. It differs from a value added tax (VAT) by allowing a 

deduction for domestic wages and salaries—resulting in a smaller tax base

• Border adjustment would raise tax revenues (about $100 billion per year), helping to finance a 

reduction in the corporate tax rate

• A major uncertainty is the extent to which the dollar would appreciate to offset the price effects from 

border adjustment
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Pros and cons of a border-adjusted cash flow tax

Arguments in favor

• Taxes domestic consumption

• Neutrality regarding location of production

• Removes incentive to shift profits or activities 

outside US

• Currency appreciation would offset price effects

• Raises tax revenue since US imports exceed 

US exports

Arguments against

• Tax burden falls on consumers if exchange 

rates don’t adjust

• Low-income households hit hardest by rise in 

import prices

• Disruption of supply chains

• Dollar appreciation changes asset and liability 

values

• May violate WTO rules, which allow border 

adjustment for indirect taxes, not direct taxes
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Consider how BAT would apply to crude oil transactions at 

US Gulf Coast
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O/S Sale $50

BAT due $0  

Net AT $50

Dom Sale $62.5

BAT due $12.5

Net AT $50

Crude 

Producer/

Marketer
(USGC Tank)

Refiner
(USGC)

Dom Purchase   $62.5

BAT due ($12.5)

Net AT $50

O/S Purchase   $50

BAT due $0  

Net AT $50

Tax = 20% x [ (Domestic Revenue + Export Revenue) – (Domestic Expenses + Import Expenses) ]Tax = 20% x [ (Domestic Revenue + Export Revenue) – (Domestic Expenses + Import Expenses) ]

Offshore

Crude Oil

$50/b

DOMESTIC OFFSHORE
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Oil and gas prices under a BAT are expected to move not 

what many predict

• Based on what we know, IHS believes that the BAT on oil prices would essentially pass through to 

consumers

• Few barriers to trade and, therefore, generally a re-equalization of the BAT tax difference between 

domestic and offshore prices

> US crude oil prices increase by grossed-up amount of tax (e.g. 25% higher prices if the BAT is equal 

to 20%)

• Same math and result applies to the free trade of refined products

> Refined products also go up – at the pump!

• It follows that refining margins are “constant” on an after-tax basis 

> No fundamental change in refinery buy/sell incentives either b/w crude grades or onshore versus 

offshore purchases, or in selling of domestic versus exported products

• Caveats being some secondary affects from increased domestic crude supply and higher domestic 

product price

• Gas prices will be different
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Consider a different commodity, US natural gas

• Vast US/Canadian supply base – the fundamentals do not change

• It is most probable that a BAT would not influence the domestic price of gas – marginal supply 

economics still dictate price in the same fashion as pre-BAT market

• Export of natural gas is increasing, and the US is fast becoming a net exporter, with the onset of LNG 

exports, and exports to Mexico and eastern Canada on a growth path

• The BAT would create value to those who are “exporters of record”

• Potential impact for Canadian gas imports, especially into the Pacific northwest, which is physically 

dependent on Canadian supplies
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Industry implications

• Higher incentive to upstream drillers

• Refiners largely indifferent and likely get a tax bill reduction

• Widened gas-to-oil ratio would create value to NGL-base petchems; furthering investment 

• NGL exports and other feedstocks influenced by gas-oil relationships benefit, both from price and 

supply

• Intermediate gas-liquid products could have difficulty quickly achieving equilibrium

• Numerous unknown, secondary and transition affects

> FX magnitude and rate of adjustment

> WTO compliance/trade partner reactions

> Crude production/co-product supply

> Shifts in relative feedstocks

> Changes in investment driver

> Impact on end consumer demand
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